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Abstract
Iron-oxide hollow nanospheres (HNS)may present unusualmagnetic behavior as a consequence of
their uniquemorphology.Here, we report the unusualmagnetic behavior ofHNS that are 9 nm in
diameter. Themagnetic properties ofHNSoriginate in their complexmagnetic structure, as evidenced
byMössbauer spectroscopy andmagnetizationmeasurements.We observe a bias in the hysteresis
whenmeasured at very low temperature in the field cooling protocol (10 kOe). In addition, dc (static)
and ac (dynamic)magnetizationmeasurements against temperature and applied field reveal a
frustrated order of the systembelow 10 K.High-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy
(HRTEM) studies reveal that theHNS are composed of small crystalline clusters of about 2 nm in
diameter, which behave as individualmagnetic entities.Micromagnetic simulations (using conjugate
gradient in order tominimize the total energy of the system) reproduce the experimentally observed
magnetic behavior. Themodel considers the hollowparticles as constituted by small ordered clusters
embedded in an antiferromagnetic environment (spins localized outside the clusters). In addition, the
surface spins (in both inner and outer surfaces of theHNS) are affected by a local surface anisotropy.
The strong effectivemagnetic anisotropyfield of the clusters induces the bias observedwhen the
system is cooled in the presence of amagnetic external field. This effect propagates through the
exchange interaction into the entire particle.

1. Introduction

Afinite size-effect occurs in nanostructuredmaterials such as thin films, nanoparticles (NPs) and nanowires [1].
The control of theirmorphology and functionalities at the nanoscale leads to uniquemagnetic properties, and
they are prerequisites for several applications, such as nanovectors for drug delivery [2, 3]. In particular,
spherical empty nanocapsules are appealing for this latter application because they can store larger amounts of
drug in comparison to the respective solidNPs [4–6].

Themagnetic behavior of nanostructures is strongly influenced by the surface effects, since themagnetic
behavior of the surface atoms is characterized by a lack of symmetry and broken exchange bonds, which
introduce structural andmagnetic disorder and originate an enhancement of themagnetic anisotropy and the
coercive field [7]. On the basis of their huge surface/bulk atomic ratio,magnetic hollow nanospheres (HNS)
provide an excellent scenario to study the competition between themagnetic responses of the surface and core at
the nanoscale level, opening up new perspectives for theoretical developments. The uniquemagnetic
phenomena reported formagnetic nanoparticles in the last several years have usually been assigned to the
complex surfacemicrostructure and/or exchange interactions at the core/surface interface [8, 9]. Our group
have reported on the synthesis of iron-oxideHNSwith unusualmagnetic behavior [10], specifically a high
exchange biasfield (H) at low temperature infield-coolingmode (defined asHB=|HC

++HC
−/2|, whereHC

+
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andHC
− are the positive and negative coercive field, respectively). In this reference [10], preliminary analyses of

themorphology of theHNSwithHigh-Resolution Transmission ElectronMicroscopy (HRTEM) indicate an
internal structure with the presence of small crystals.

In this workwe have studied in detail the anomalousmagnetic properties of theHNS systemwhose synthesis
was reported previously [10], andwe interpret these results with simulations obtained from amicromagnetic
model. Experimentally, themost relevant feature observed is the bias of the hysteresis loops at low temperature,
when the sample is cooled under the presence of an externalmagneticfield. According to themicromagnetic
model, the strong anisotropy field of the internal clusters generates an effective fieldwhich propagates its
influence over all spins of the particle through the exchange interaction. Themicromagnetic simulations also
show that the surface anisotropy plays an important role when its value is close to or lower than the effective
anisotropy field, favoring the increase of the exchange bias.

2. Sample preparation andmorphological characterization:

Production of the 9.3 nmdiameter hollownanospheres is described in a previous article [10]. Briefly, hollow
nanospheres were prepared by the high temperature (543 K) decomposition of Fe(acac)3 (iron(III)
acetylacetonate) in the presence of 1, 2-hexadecanediol (a long-chain alcohol), oleic acid and oleylamine, with
the synthesis procedure started at the reflux condition (543 K) in argonflux (∼0.5 cm3 min−1). After∼5 min the
temperaturewas cooled down to 473 K over 30 min. Thefinal particles were coatedwith a hydrophobic organic
layer. Formagnetic andMössbauermeasurements, theHNSwere conditioned by dispersing them in a
polymericmatrix (PEI) in a concentration of 0.5%wt., reducing the interparticle interactions.

The hollow nature of the nanoparticles was previously demonstrated by different techniques based onTEM
analysis [10]. Here, in order to determine the effect ofmorphology on themagnetic properties of the system,we
make a newmorphological characterization of theHNS. For this, the particles were dispersed in an organic
solvent and dropped onto a copper gridwith an ultrathin carbon coating. The sample was analyzedwithHigh-
resolutionTEM (HRTEM) combinedwith Energy Electron Loss Spectroscopy (EELS), Energy Filtered TEM
(EFTEM) and high angular annular dark field (HAADF). Figure 1(a) shows a general view of the sample where
9.3 nmdiameter nanoparticles are observed, and the hollow structure of all particles is indicated. TheHAADF
image presented infigure 1(b) indicates the presence of a crystalline phasewith the interplanar distance expected
for the ferrite structure (not shown), similar to that observed previously [10]. TheHAADFprofile of one
nanoparticle, shown infigure 1(c) (dashed line), confirms the hollow nature of the structure, which is well-fitted
with amodel of a hollowparticle (solid line). EELS and EFTEManalysis (not shown)have revealed that the only
elements composing the nanospheres were Fe andO. Finally, detailed analysis usingmagnifiedHRTEM
(figure 1(d)) reinforces the polycrystalline nature of the nanostructures, which are composed of crystallites of
2 nm in size.

3.Magnetic characterizations

In the previous work published on theHNS [10],Mössbauer spectra of theHNS taken at 300 K gave a
superparamagnetic doublet with Fe3+ signature and reflecting a local symmetry lower than cubic, implying
broken Fe–Fe superexchange paths and/or oxygen vacancies at high temperature. At 4.2 K, the spectrum
presents two sub-lattices (two sextets)with lower hyperfine field Bhyp than expected for A andB sites of ferrite.
Here, in order to investigate in detail themagnetic structure of theHNS,we present infigure 2(a) the in-field
Mössbauer spectrum taken at 4.2 Kwith appliedfield of 120 kOe infield-coolingmode, starting at room
temperature. For comparison, theMössbauer spectrummeasured in a similar setup of a crystalline 5 nm ferrite
nanoparticle is given infigure 2(b). These spectra were collected in a liquidHeflow cryostat with a conventional
constant-acceleration spectrometer in transmission geometry using a 57Co/Rh source. The samples are
prepared between acrylic discs andmounted in the bore of a 140 kOe superconductingmagnet, in a vertical
source-sample-detector setup such that the direction of gamma-ray propagation is parallel to the applied
magnetic field axis. Both spectra arefitted using Lorentzian line shapes with a non-linear least-squares program,
calibrating the velocity scale with a foil ofα-Fe at 300 K, and a distribution of hyperfinefields and isomer shift
have been used tofit the spectrumof theHNS sample. TheMössbauer spectrumof theHNS isfittedwith two
crystallite sites referent to sites A andB (effective hyperfine field Beff=Bhyp+Bapp=612 kOe and 389 kOe,
respectively, and a total relative absorption area of 13%) and a broad hyperfinefield distribution (inset of
figure 2(a)), with similar distribution in the hyperfine field from400 kOe to 600 kOe. In counterpart, the in-field
Mössbauer spectrumof the crystalline 5 nm ferrite nanoparticle exhibits the two sextets, which are associated to
sites A andB of the ferrite. The strong reduction observed for the absorption of lines 2 and 5 in bothmagnetic
sub-lattices indicates that they are alignedwith the direction of the applied field. Spin canting can be directly
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evidenced by in-fieldMössbauer spectroscopy, being distinguished from the paramagnetism at low
temperatures due to the presence of theMS spectra, which splitsmagnetically with an incomplete polarization at
high applied fields [11] (broad hyperfine field distributions). In this way, the spins in the crystalline 5 nm ferrite
nanoparticle are almost completely ordered, while the broad hyperfinefield distribution in theHNS spectrum
can be addressed to a large quantity of disordered (87%) and frozen spins, even for an appliedfield as large as
120 kOe.

Figure 3 displays theM(T) curves (H=20 Oe)measured in the ZFC and FC (cooling fieldH=20 Oe)
modes. The ZFC results exhibit a sharp peak at∼40 K. This temperature coincides with the irreversibility
temperature (i.e. the temperature abovewhich the ZFC and FC curvesmerge). This indicates the existence of a
very narrow energy barrier distribution, reflecting a narrow size dispersion, as observed infigure 1(a). The inset
offigure 3 displays the out-of-phase componentχ″ of ac susceptibility as a function of temperature under a
magnetic field of 2 Oe and at frequencies f=0.5, 1, 3 and 10 kHz. The results exhibit twomaxima located at
TB=40–48 K andTf∼11 K. Themaximumat TBwas associated to the blocking process of the
superparamagnetic (SPM)magneticmoments in the inner part of the particle body, hereafter (BULK). TB has a
large dependence on frequency, which is an indication of the existence of a thermally activatedmechanism,with
an energy barrier Ea=1.8×10−13 erg, as expected for the blocking process in theNéel-Brownmodel [12, 13].
The secondmaximumat Tf (lower temperatures thanTB) hardly changes at all with frequency. On the other
hand, the ZFC curve exhibits aminimumat approximately 18 K, and themagnetization increases suddenly at
low temperatures, as happenwith the FC curve. These types of features are typical of attempts to reachmagnetic

Figure 1. (A)Representative TEMmicrograph of theHNS, (B) representative dark field image of theHNS, (C) representativeHAADF-
STEM image of theHNS and (D) representativeHRTEMmicrograph of theHNS. The inset shows a STEMprofile through one single
nanoparticle, indicated by the dashed line in (D).
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ordering at low temperatures [14–17]. Considering the experimental evidence, we can assert that there are at
least two contributions to themagnetization. First, there aremagnetic ordered regions, probably associated to
the structural ordered region of the particles (i.e. the 2 nmclusters observed inHRTEM studies), which
contribute to the observed 40 KmaximumonZFC (dependencewithmeasuring frequency in ac susceptibility):
the blocking temperature. The second contribution comes froma substantial fraction ofmagnetically
disordered spins of the particle, which tends to be ordered at low temperature. This produces an increase in the
magnetization; however at low temperatures the system frustrates. This interpretation is also consistent with the
in-fieldMössbauer observation, that it is supporting a large fraction of disordered spins (87%).

Figure 4 presents the hysteresis loopsmeasured at 2 K in ZFC (MZFC) and FC (MFC) protocols with an
external applied field ofH=10 kOe. Thefigure is split into four: panel (A) shows a general landscape of the
hysteresis loops, (B) gives a zoomon the lowfield region and a small inset showing the Exchange Field (HB) as a
function of temperature; panels (C) and (D) show a zoomof the high field regions. Panel (A)demonstrates that
themagnetization cannot achieve the saturation and has a smooth curvature. In addition, a vertical shift of the
FChysteresis loop is observed, especially at high positive values ofH. Panels (C) and (D) confirm the last
observation, showing theMFC(H) curve above theMZFC(H) one. The principal feature is detailed in panel (B) of
figure 4. The horizontal bias of the FCmeasurement, which is not observed in the ZFC case, is noticeable.

Figure 2.Mössbauer spectra of (a)HNS and (b) crystalline 5 nm ferrite nanoparticles collected at 4.2 Kwith appliedfield of
Happ=120 kOe. Inset of Figure (a): hyperfine field distribution obtained from the fitting.

Figure 3.ZFC (lower branch) and FC (upper branch)magnetization curves as a function of the temperature (from 2 Kup to 300 K)
with appliedfield ofH=20 Oe. Inset: thermal and frequency dependence of the out-of-phaseχ″ component of the ac susceptibility.
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There is a small coercive field (HC). However, the value of the irreversibility field is larger than the value ofHC.
The inset of panel (B) shows the exchangefield (HB) evolution as a function of the temperature; this vanishes at
temperatures above 20 K and, on the other hand, exhibits a strong increment below 6 K. The observed features
can be understood using the information disclosed previously: TEM images (figure 1),Mössbauer spectroscopy
(figure 2) andM(T) andχ″ curves (figure 3).

The exchange bias behavior observed in theMFC(H) hysteresis loop is dominated by the internalmagnetic
cluster dynamics of each particle. Below 18 K, themagnetic order of these clusters grows because the exchange
interaction starts to overcome the effect of the thermal fluctuations, and they cannot reverse theirmagnetization
easily. This effect increases both themagnetization of the particle and the internal effective field generated by the
internal clusters, and propagates inside the particle. Thisfield is responsible for the observed bias in the FC case.
As the temperature diminishes, this effect becomesmore important, and the exchange bias increases. In the ZFC
case, themagnetization of the clusters points ‘randomly,’ and then the average internal effective field result
is null.

As the temperature is lowered, the ordering of the spinsmakes the surface anisotropy of the particle become
more important [15, 17]. This fact induces a frustrated state in themagnetic behavior of the system,which is
reflected in themaximumobserved at Tf infigure 3. At∼6 K, the surface spins starts to get a local order, which
induces an abrupt increase in themagnetization; this also helps to increase the exchange effective field.

4. Theory and simulations

In order to understand themicroscopic spin process in the nanoparticle, we performmicromagnetic
simulations. The focus of these calculations is to support ourmicroscopic interpretation of the exchange bias
origin, and to help us understand the role played by the surface anisotropy.

Figure 4.Hysteresis loopsmeasured at 2 K under ZFC and FC conditions. Panel (A): complete view of the experimental data. Panel
(B): zoomof the lowfield region. The inset shows the thermal evolution of H .B Panels (C) and (D): details of the high field regions in
the hysteresis loops.
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4.1.Micromagneticmodel
Themicromagneticmodel used in this work is based on a hollow spherical particle, divided into three different
regions: interstitial clusters ofmagneticmoments (IC), surface spins (SS), and spins associated to the so-called
intermediate region (IR), which corresponds to the remainingmagneticmoments between the IC. Figure 5
shows a diagramwith each of thementioned regions. In themodel we refer either to spin ormagneticmoments
as the effectivemagneticmoment associated to the unit cell of the ferrite, which is around 4 Bm [18]. The IC
corresponds to the spins associated to the lattice sites favored by the local crystalline order, as revealed in the
HRTEMstudies. In ourmodel, each IC is considered as a uniquemagnetic entity. There are six ICs
symmetrically distributed in each axis of themodel particle (see figure 5). The effectivemagneticmoment of the
IC comes from the decompensation of the ferrimagnetic structure. The SS are located in the inner and outer
surface regions. They are affected by the surface anisotropy, which comes from the break on the spin lattice
symmetry due to the interface of the particle with the vacuum, andmodify the coordination number of the
surface sites. In general, all the spins not contained in the clusters are treated as individual entities. Figure 5 also
shows a cross section through the center (upper panel on the right) and four planes of distance from the center
(lower panel on the right) inwhich the topography is detailed, corresponding to the IC, SS, and IR spin regions.

The particle is composed of a total of 5186 spins, distributed as follows: 6 clusters of 292 spins, 350 and 1436
magnetic surfacemoment inner and outer spins of the surface, respectively, and 1648 spins of the intermediate
region.

The totalmagnetic energy of the particle is composed of several contributions. In equation (1)we express the
Hamiltonian of the system:

H H K n K n

J K r 1
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i

i
i A

i
i i A
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i i

i j
i j
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i i
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Thefirst and second termof equation (1) correspond to the Zeeman energy of the IC and the remaining
spins of the particle, respectively. In these terms, im


denotes themagneticmoment of each particular spin, and

Figure 5. Left: Details of the particle construction. Right: upper panel shows a cross section through the center of the particle
indicating the spatial distribution of the spins; lower panel is similar but this cross section is taken at four planes of distance from the
center.
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i clusm


is associated to the IC. The third and fourth terms of equation (1) are associated to themagnetocrystalline
energy of the clusters, and the others spinwith anisotropy constant KA y K ,A˜ respectively. In ourmodel we
assume that the easy anisotropy axes are oriented along the direction defined by the externalmagnetic field. The
value associated to KA corresponds, approximately, to the bulkmaterial (5×105 erg cm−3), but in the case of
the other spins we use a value one order ofmagnitude lower, in light of the fact that these spins do not
correspondwith sites in thematerial with awell-defined crystalline structure, as in the case of the IC.

Thefifth termof describes the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between the spins. The value of the
exchange constant J is associated to approximately 10 K, with the temperature of the spins assuming amean
fieldmodel [19]. The last term in equation (1) corresponds to the surface anisotropy, which is taking into
account only the surfacemoments .i supm̂ Ksup is the surface anisotropy constant. This constant, whichwas not

previously determined frommeasurements, is a free parameter in the simulations. rî is the unitary vector which
indicates the orientation of the easy axis of surface anisotropy in each point of the particle. In thismodel it is
assumed that the universal vector rî points along the radial direction according to the position of the cell of the
spin i.

Themodel, synthesized in equation (1), does not consider the effects due to the thermalfluctuations. These
effects are not relevant in the simulation becausewe are interested in the simulation of hysteresis loops
performed at 2 K (see figure 4). At this temperature the thermal energy is not relevant in reference to the energy
contributions of equation (1).

The simulationswere performed byminimizing the totalmagnetic energy for each value of the external
magnetic field.When the localminimumwas achieved, we calculated themagnetization corresponding to the
spin configuration obtained. Due to the large complexity of theminimizing problem,which does not have an
analytical solution, and the existence of large number of degrees of freedom, it is necessary to use numerical
methods of optimization. In our case, we used the conjugate gradientmethods,more precisely the Fletcher–
Reeves algorithm [20, 21].

In the proposedmodel, we do not consider the effect of themagnetostatic energy term. There are several
reasons for this exclusion. Infirst place of importance, we consider the small totalmagnetization of the system.
This occurs not only by a smallmagneticmoment per cell, but also by the dominant antiferromagnetic order; the
surface anisotropy also conspires against themagnetic order and the totalmagnetization of the particle. In
addition, the spherical shape of the proposed particlemodel (which is consistent with theHRTEMobservations)
avoids the existence of preferential orientations of themagnetization. Second, in the size range for which the
description is given (a fewnanometers), the localmagnetostatic energy is negligible compared to the other terms
addressed in equation (1). In the same sense, due to the low effectivemagnetization, the interparticle interactions
are not taken into account.

5. Results of the simulations

The simulationswere performed considering two alternatives for the loop ‘measurements.’The simulations
consider both cases, in accordance with the experimental protocols, i.e. associated to the field cooling and zero
field coolingmagnetizationmeasurement procedures. Aswe do not include thermal effects in the actual
description, in order to consider the cases ofMFC andMZFC, we start the simulations from spin configurations
compatible with eachmeasurement protocol. In the case ofMFC simulations, all the spins are randomly
initialized, with the exception of the cluster ones. In these cases the effectivemagneticmoment i clusm


is originally

oriented along the externalfield direction. On the other hand, in the ZFCprotocol, the simulations start from a
spin configuration inwhich ICmoments are randomly oriented. This choice for the initial spin configuration is
based on the assumption that the clusters have an effective field anisotropy large enough to retain the
magnetization configuration achieved by cooling the system. In the case of the ZFCprotocol, the expected zero
magnetization is simulated by a randomly oriented i clusm


initialization. Conversely, in the FC case, we assume

the i clusm


ismagnetized along the orientation of the externalmagnetic field. It is important to note that the other
spins (SS, IR) are randomly initialized, assuming that the exchange interaction and surface anisotropy energy, as
well as the thermal energy, contribute to demagnetize them.Considering these initialmagnetic configurations
chosen for the SS and IC spins, it is clear that they do not correspond to the ones thatwould reach the spin system
by the effects of interparticle interactions. In order to solve this problem, and also tomake amore realist
description, we simulate the initial curve sweeping themagnetic field from zero up toHmax (approximately
corresponding to 1Tesla in our simulations); thefield is then swept until –Hmax andHmax in order to perform
the hysteresis loop simulation. This allows the system to reach a spin configuration atHmax compatible with the
intraparticle interactions. Each hysteresis loop is the result of the average of 30 statistically equivalent
realizations.
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The numerical simulationswere performed, according to the previouslymentioned details, using the values
of the physical parameters summarized in table 1, normalized to the surface anisotropy constant:

The asterisks on the parameter names reported in table 1 indicate that they are relative values.
Figure 6 shows the results of theMFC(H) andMZFC(H)hysteresis loop simulation. The dashed red line

corresponds to theMZFC and the full black one to theMFC. Thefigure is divided into four panels: (A) total
magnetization, (B) clustermagnetization, (C) IR spinmagnetization and (D) surfacemagnetization
contributions. Thefigure shows essentiality the same behavior observed in the experimentalmeasurements (see
figure 4). There is an exchange bias in the case of theMFC protocol which is not observed on theMZFC. On the
other hand, it is clearly seen that the cluster does not reverse its initialmagnetization. Contrarily, the spins
corresponding to the intermediate region, as well as to the surface, evidence the bias behavior. In addition, the
simulation clearly shows the vertical displacement of theMFC hysteresis loopwith respect to theMZFC one. The
simulation indicates that the IC spins are principally responsible for the exchange bias behavior. The large
effective anisotropy field of these spins causes theirmagnetization and cannot be reversed by the effect of the
externalmagnetic field sweeping. Then, the ICmagnetization generates an effective internalmagnetic field
(through the exchange interaction)which originates the observed bias. The effect of this effective field
propagates, by the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, until the surface spins. Another important

Table 1.Numerical values of the
parameters used in themicro-
magnetic simulations.

Reduced Parameter Value

i clus
*m 3.2 10 3´ -

i
*m 1.8 10 4´ -

KA* 1

KA
˜ * 0.1

J* 0.8

Ksup* 4

Figure 6. SimulatedMFC(H) andMZFC(H) hysteresis loops. (A)Totalmagnetization, (B) ICmagnetization, (C) IRmagnetization and
(D) SSmagnetization.
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characteristic observed in the simulation comparedwith the experimental data offigure 4 is the particular
elongated shape of the hysteresis loop, and also the small coercive field comparedwith the irreversibility field.
We can see the similarity especially in the contribution of the surface spin’s curve. This could indicate that, in our
model, we have underestimated the spin’s surface contribution.

In order to study the contribution of the surface anisotropy to the exchange bias behavior, we simulated
hysteresis loopswith different values of K .sup* Infigure 7we show the behavior of the exchange field as a function

of K .sup* A clearmaximumapproximately at K 4sup* = is observed. This result reveals that the surface anisotropy

plays an important role in themagnetic behavior, particularly in the Exchange Bias phenomena. In order to
understand themicromagneticmechanisms that take place in the particle and the role of surface anisotropy in
the observed shifted hysteresis cycle, we study the configurations of themagnetic spins. Infigure 8we show some
snapshots of spin configurations obtained from the simulations. Thefigure consists of a cross section of the
calculated spin configurations in the x z- plane of the particle. The spin’s length indicates the projection of
each spin on thementioned plane. Thefigure is divided into four panels, according to the value of the external
magnetic field and the number of planes shown. The plane labeled 0 refers to a cross section in themiddle of the
particle, and the plane labeled 4 corresponds to a cross section at 4 planes of distance from the center. Hmax and

Hmax- labels indicate themaximumandminimumvalues offields corresponding to these spin configurations.
Asfigure 8 shows, the IC spins retain theirmagnetization unaltered in comparison to the data corresponding to
Hmax and Hmax- cases (panel (A)with (B), and (C)with (D)). The IR spins follow the externalfield orientation.
This can be seen clearly in panels (C) and (D), which have a large number of IR spins.

Themost interesting result is the behavior of the SS spins. These spins conserve their orientation almost
unalteredwhen the field is changed. The effect of the externalmagnetic field on these spins is only a small tilt.
This result indicates that the surface anisotropy generates a freeze [15–17] strong enough to ‘delete’ the effect of
the externalfield. Then, if the system is cooled under an external applied field, itmagnetizes the IC spins, and the
effective field generated by this influences all of the particle spins, especially the surface ones. At very low
temperatures the surface anisotropy becomesmore relevant [14–17]. Then, the surface spins freeze their
magnetic orientation according to the surface anisotropy and the effective field influence. In this way, the
mechanism that originates the exchange bias is strengthened.However, if the anisotropy of the surface is very
large, this could erase the effect of the internal field and decrease the shift in the hysteresis loop, as is observed in
figure 7.

Based on themodel used to explain themagnetic behavior observed for theHNS,we understand that the
change in nanoparticle size should affect the bias phenomena. According to thismodel, changes in the size of
internal clusters (which comprise themain contribution for the bias) affect the effective field generated by them.
In addition, an increase/decrease in the overall particle sizewill decrease/increase the effect of surfacemagnetic
anisotropy, which has an important role in reinforcing the effect of the internalfield that generates the
magnetic bias.

Figure 7.Exchange bias field calculated as a function of Ksup* .
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6. Conclusions

In this work, we report on themagnetic behavior of hollownanospheres (HNS), which results from their unique
structure andmorphology. This systempresents a complex internalmagnetic structure, resulting in very
unusualmagnetic behavior. Themagnetizationmeasurements and in-fieldMössbauer spectroscopy clearly
show that theHNShasmore than onemagnetic phase despite its unique composition. The systemhas a
magnetic ordering at low temperatures (below 20 K) and amagnetic frustration (∼11 K). However, themain
result is the shift observed in the hysteresis loopswhen the system is cooled under an appliedmagnetic field.

We developed amicromagneticmodel in order to reproduce themagnetic features of theHNS. Thismodel
not only reproduces the shift of the hysteresis loop but also allows us to understand themicromagnetic
mechanism associatedwith themagnetic response of the system at very low temperature. The simulations
indicate that the anomalous behavior starts on the internal clusters of the particle. The high value of the
anisotropy field is hardening the reversion of theirmagnetization. Thismagnetic hardening generates an
effective internalfield that propagates to the entire particle through the exchange interaction.Our simulations
also indicate that the surface anisotropy of the spins localized in both internal and external surfaces plays an
important role in the observed features at low temperatures: it freezes the surface spin configurations, allowing
them to keep the effect of the internal field generated on the internalmagnetic clusters.
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Figure 8.Cross section snapshot of spin configurations in the x z- plane of the particle. (A)Plane 0 and H ,max (B) plane 0 and
H ,max- (C) plane 4 and H ,max and (D) plane 4 and Hmax- .
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